
Q&A - KENNETH BERGH 

How did you start with MMA? 
I started with Muay Thai (Thai Boxing) when I was 13 years old in Oslo. Later, I began working at a 
security firm owned by a couple of MMA fighters. They invited me to train with them and it’s fair to say 
that I became obsessed right from the start. I trained full-time from the very beginning, however, it took 
me quite a while to admit to myself that MMA fighting was something I would pursue as a career. There 
is so much to learn within this sport and I always knew that I could be so much better, so it felt like I 
had to keep on going for a long time - even after I started my pro career - before I knew that I could 
make a career of it.  

Making a career within any sport can be quite difficult, how was it for you?  
The MMA climate has changed a lot since I got into the sport, in the beginning there were no sponsors. 
I had to train two, three times a day and didn't have a lot of time to work and earn money but, 
regardless, I wanted to give it my all. I was lucky to have a lot of good people around me who helped 
me put food on the table and a roof over my head. Looking back, it was hard, but at the same time, my 
love for the sport and the people around me made me the person I am today - so I’m blessed in that 
way.  

Why MMA? What caught your interest?  
I’m obsessed by technique and when I do something - I give it my all. I constantly want to evolve and 
keep progressing and MMA is the kind of sport where you never stop learning. That was a big thing for 
me. Also, the brotherhood within MMA is really unique. We travel together, we live together, and never 
train by ourselves or keep each other out. It is both a physical and mental challenge and when you are 
in the cage you’re never by yourself. You have your brothers there to support you.  

What goes through your mind before a fight? 
Before a fight I prepare as much as I can in order to make sure that I couldn’t possibly have worked any 
harder. When I enter the cage I’m not nervous. I am overwhelmed with this good feeling. I am excited to 
compete and 100% focused on how to win the fight. I barely have any doubt. I guess it’s because I 
always know that I’ve given it my all in the buildup to the fight. 

The flight or fight response, when you are in the cage don’t you ever just want to get out of there?  
Theres always a voice inside your head, no matter what people tell you. When you get hit with 
something big, someone is on top of you, you get punched and your bleeding, you have a voice that’s 
telling you that you need to get out of this. But you can train your mind to overcome challenges and 
adapt in difficult situations. The more you train, and the more you want to win and progress, this 
negative voice starts telling you to how to get out of it instead of telling you to give up. And because 
you've been drilling the techniques a million times you are able to use them to do everything you can to 
win. 

Are you ever afraid? 
I think you can decide how you feel, not just in fighting but in life in general. And you can choose how 
you want to react to things. We are in control of our minds and you can react the way you want to 
react. For me fear is not productive, and dedicating my life to this sport there is no time to be scared. 
Having this mindset helps me eliminate doubt and fear both in the cage and outside of it.  

You could describe MMA as quite an aggressive sport, what’s your take on that?  
You have aggression because you want to inflict damage on your opponent. I don’t think anyone could 
argue that there isn’t an element of aggression to MMA. But at the same time you need to be able to 
control your aggression because in order to win you need to control your opponent - hit the right 
punches, the right knees, the right kicks and take him down. Your mindset in the cage needs to be 
somewhere in-between controlled aggression and serenity. You want to be calm and in the moment, 
but when the time comes you want to be able to flip that switch and finish him.  



What motivates you?  
Getting better motivates me. And experiencing everything the sport has to offer. There is a lot of 
motivation in how the fighting game is structured. By working as hard as I possibly can I can get closer 
and closer to reaching the top. 

So what does victory mean to you?  
Victory is everything. When you win you get bigger opportunities and the chance to prove to the world 
just how great you are. But if I’m only thinking about the victory, I’m not in the right mindset. I can be 
working as hard as I can and be willing to die for victory.  But it’s still not the victory itself that means 
everything. It is the journey leading up to the victory. 

How do you relate to failure? 
You don’t loose, you grow. I welcome hardship, and failure, because it gives me a chance to learn. And 
growing as a fighter is not limited to becoming a better or stronger athlete. I see so many synergies 
between growing as a fighter and growing as a person.  

How do you distract yourself from the pain and how do you know where your limit is?  
It’s not really an active thing. When you train as much as I do you get accustomed to small injuries and 
your pain threshold changes. You get a different perspective of what really hurts and you learn to 
ignore all the things that aren’t very very painful. And if you’re seriously injured, your body shuts down. 
Then you know you’ve reached your limit. 

How do you relate to the risk of injury, or even death, when you’re inside the cage? 
When you are inside the cage you are so focused that your mind is sort of tuned in to a different 
channel. It’s like tunnel vision and all the risks of the sport disappear. I think you need that, otherwise 
you probably couldn’t do what we do. 

What about Zlatan, what is your relationship to him as an athlete? 
I heard once that when Zlatan won best athlete of the year, he said that Alexander (The Mauler) 
Gustafsson should get it because what he does is not as hard as being a MMA fighter. So I believe that 
he is someone who is humble and he seems to be obsessed with getting better. I really respect his 
attitude. Zlatan grew up with an Armenian fighter Ilir latifi and he is a friend of Gustafsson’s, both of 
whom i train with him sometimes, so we’ve been around each other a few times. He’s a good guy.  

What made you want to work with A-Z as a brand? 
The way A-Z looks, i feel connected in a way. It’s modest and the design is is so clean and just 
something that i feel connected to. And meeting the people behind the brand, they are great and I love 
to work with their vision and talent. I love to be surrounded by talented and passionate people who 
loves what they do, and I’m fortunate to be able to work with them.  


